Jaeger Rifle plan................................................#####Plan-Jaeger
Full scale blueprint drawing of an American style “Jaeger” rifle. This transitional piece is shown with our 31” swamped Jaeger barrel, and our matching pre-inlet stock. Except for the length, it is identical in construction and design to our “Edward Marshall” pre-inlet stock using our 37” swamped barrel. Very similar to the early rifles made at the Christian’s Spring, Pennsylvania gun shop of Andreas Albrecht.
We offer a pre-inlet Jaeger stock for our “acanthus leaf” buttplate, which can be assembled from these plans.
#Plan-Jaeger  Jaeger rifle plan  only $ 6.50

Hessian Jaeger Rifle, by T. W. Pistor..........................#Plan-Hessian
This plan depicts a military styled Jaeger rifle, used by Hessian troops, during the American Revolution. This set of plans, drawn by W. Nock, shows every part in several views, at full scale. The original rifle was made by T. W. Pistor. All parts for the flint lock and furniture are now available, as wax castings moulded directly from original parts.
#Plan-Hessian  T. W. Pistor rifle plan only $ 5.50

Long Land Brown Bess ...........................................#Plan-Bess
Britain’s Board of Ordnance was restructured after 1713. The Board developed a network of makers to supply components. After 1727, arms were made to the “Kings Pattern” rather than after those made by independent gun makers. This musket is commonly referred to today as the First Model Brown Bess.
To avoid confusing “Long Land” or “Short Land” pattern terms, types are described by the year they were first produced. Three early variations are included in this set of full scale plans:
1730 style, sometimes dated 1729, or First Model Bess. 1742 style, which added a pan bridle to the First Model Bess. 1756 style, features parts later incorporated into the Second Model. Pre-inlet stocks, barrels, lock parts, and furniture cast directly from originals are now in stock, an advanced gunmaking project.
#Plan-Bess  Long Land Brown Bess plan only $12.00

U. S. 1803 “Harper’s Ferry” plan.....#Plan-US-1803 or 1814
Full size plans of an original US Model 1803 “Harper’s Ferry” rifle. These fine rifles were hand made to a standard pattern. Three variations are known. The later 1814 variation is more common, and is discussed in the plans. We offer all the castings for all three versions, moulded directly from original rifle parts. Using our parts you can restore your fine original rifle, or make a correct replica using our shaped and pre-inlet walnut stock and octagon-to-round .54 caliber barrel by Colerain.
#Plan-US-1803  U. S. 1803 Harper’s Ferry rifle plan only $ 5.50
#Plan-US-1814  U. S. 1814 Harper’s Ferry rifle plan only $ 5.50

English Sporting Rifle plan..................................#Plan-English
Full scale drawing of a London style sporting rifle, made using our best English rifle parts. This is a complex design, but easily assembled, once you understand the many peculiar construction techniques used by the London and Birmingham makers. These are not untested plans. We have this exact sporting rifle, replicated by Mike Hayed. Full size plans of an original antique Sporting Rifle plan
#Plan-English  English Sporting rifle plan only $ 5.50

Purdey rifle plan, from an original antique............#Plan-Purdey
Highly detailed blueprint of an original antique Sporting Rifle in Purdey’s unique style. Tiny features and unusual construction techniques are shown. Patterns for making much of the hardware, such as forging the buttplate and triggerguard are shown.
#Plan-Purdey  Purdey rifle plan only $ 5.50